
HOW TO WRITE A BLOG ENTRY IB ENGLISH

Key conventions, listed. Article. Blog/diary entry. Brochure, leaflet, flyer, pamphlet, advertisement. Essay (SL only).
Interview. Introduction to debate, speech, talk.

Straighten out that Grammar Also read more. Try to explain your point to someone in a few sentences. Keep
reading for the top 5 tips to getting a 7 in IB English curated by 7-level English students themselves! Why
worry about register? Learn how to analyseâ€”properly. You might then explain how the policy works. Titles
and subtitles headlines are recommended and several paragraphs should be written. When the time comes for
you to use it in your own essay, you can be confident that you will use it correctly! You could then explain
why it would harm the farmers. Focus on your weaknesses. Finally you might deal with some critics, who
would disagree with you. Strip back the flowery vocabulary. In terms of grammar, a complex variety of
structures is expected. It has example sentences, too â€” giving you context in bite-sized pieces. Ok, you may
need it psychologically, from the horror of the IB, but I mean academically. Seek help. This is similar to what
you did in your Interactive Oral activity based on Global Issues 3. One of the biggest mistakes is having
complex arguments, but neglecting the way you structure them â€” resulting in markers understanding
individual points, but completely lost as to how they support your overall thesis. Similar to Memrise,
vocabulary. Try to use them as often as possible and they will be soon be built into your vocabulary. If you are
one of the blessed few who are immune to motion sickness, this could mean only 10 minutes per day on the
bus! After your final edit, leave enough time to remove yourself for two days. Without techniques-based
analysis, the best you can hope for is a 4 in SL or a 3 in HL. Come back and review with a critical eye. Let
someone teach you what markers want, then practice and practice until you achieve it. Create a finals study
schedule Learn content early. The rest of the time should be spent practicing and perfecting your technique.
Then ask someone who knows nothing about your subject to read your essay. Now hand it in! It can save you
down the road! Paragraph 3: How did you connect to your topic option? So consider writing your introduction
after your main essay is done!


